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1. Introduction

Materials science has achieved tremendous success in

development of new (functional) materials over the last

decades. This is mainly due to the increasing demand

for materials with unique properties for various research,

development and business applications. To a large extent,

this includes such materials whose properties may be

controlled in a wide range through external electric and

magnetic fields.

Fundamental relationship between electrical and magnetic

properties of matter in condensed state is detected using a

magnetoelectric (ME) effect [1–3]. This phenomenon is

based on interaction between electric and magnetic ordered

subsystems through a mechanical coupling: mechanical

strain induced by an external impact on one of the

subsystems (electric or magnetic) causes an appropriate

response in the other subsystem. Impact of the magnetic

subsystem on the electric system is referred to as a direct

ME effect [4], if the magnetic state in the external electric

field is changed — this is the inverse effect [5]. ME effect

is observed most distinctly in layered composite structures

where both ordered subsystems are separated from each

other in space. Such structures are a particular case of

a more general class — multiferroic materials [1–3] —
composite materials whose structure has at least two of

three ordering: electric, magnetic and mechanical. In such

materials, ME effect is a new property which is not known

for their components (multiplicativity).

Materials based on the ME effect [6] may used as various

magnetic and electrical transducers. This is, for example,

non-volatile MeRAM [7] and high-sensitive magnetic field

sensors [8–10]. Composite systems in the form of layered

ferromagnetic/ferroelectric structures [6,7,11,12] have much

higher ME effect at room temperature [3,10] than single-

phase materials [3,13,14]. Multiferroic materials in the form

of layers of ferromagnetic (FM) metals and their alloys

on zirconate-based ferroelectric (FE) ceramic substrates —

lead titanate (PZT) are of great interest. PZT-based

solid solutions have high residual polarization, piezoelectric

modulus and mechanical quality factor [15,16].

Most of the currently existing methods for formation

of layered composite structures is based on mechanical

bonding of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic layers, for ex-

ample, by adhesion [3,14,17,18]. These methods allow to

achieve high ME performance [3]. However, these methods,

though good as they may be, are unsuitable either for

thermostable materials with reproducible properties, which

is important for operation of devices at high temperatures;

or for ME effect investigation in a limiting transition to low

thicknesses. All these features arise from the presence of an

adhesive layer at the ferromagnetic/ferroelectric interface,

which intrinsically reduces the direct interaction between
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components at low frequencies that are much lower than

the typical mechanical vibration excitation frequencies.

The ion-beam sputtering — deposition method [19–22]
allows to prevent these disadvantages by directly applying

an FM metal layer to the FE substrate after ion-beam

planarization of the surface and to provide direct metallic

layer/substrate contact. This allows to form a thermostable

plane-parallel interface and produce layered ferromag-

netic/ferroelectric structures with ME effect [23] at room

temperature. On the other hand, production of thin layers

from both FM and FE components provokes interest in the

investigation of ME effect during limiting transition to low

thicknesses and interfaces. In particular, the role of interface

in formation of ME properties shall grow with decreasing

FM layer thickness. This is equivalent to the increasing

contribution of elastic strain in FM and FE components at

the interface.

This study uses the ion-beam sputtering — deposition

method to produce structures in the form of 2µm cobalt,

nickel and permendur FM layers on 400µm PZT FE

ceramic substrates — PbZr0.45Ti0.55O3. Prevailing influence

of elastic stress state at the ferromagnetic/ferroelectric

interface on formation of low-frequency ME effect is shown

compared with FM layer magnetostriction and FE substrate

piezoeffect.

2. Experiment

PbZr0.45Ti0.55O3 FE ceramics was synthesized in the form

of pellets 8mm in diameter and 400µm in thickness using

a standard solid-phase synthesis method [19] by sintering

powder-like PbO, ZrO2 and TiO2 taken in the appropriate

proportion and pressed at 2 · 108 Pa. The ceramic substrate

surface was gradually treated by mechanochemical polishing

and ion-beam planarization methods to achieve a nanoscale

rms roughness level.

The ion-beam planarization consisted of two stages. At

the first stage, a 0.2µm planarization PZT layer was

deposited on the initial PZT substrate surface by target

sputtering during 45min with 1.2−1.4 keV oxygen ions.

At the second stage, the substrate surface with the deposited

layer was subjected to 0.4 keV oxygen ion sputtering to

a depth twice as large as the planarizing layer thickness.

Ion-beam planarization of the ceramic substrate surface

reduces typical projections and depressions and completely

removes small surface irregularities. Then the planarized

ceramic substrate surface was coated with a FM metal layer

deposited at a rate of 1.1µm/h by ion-beam sputtering

a cobalt, nickel or permendur target with 1.4 keV argon

ions. Permendur (Pdr) is a solid solution of cobalt (49%),
iron (49%) and vanadium (2%) [24].
The samples were polarized in 4 kV/mm DC electric

field during two h at 150◦C using the procedure described

in [25]. magnetoelectric measurements were performed at

room temperature in persistent and alternating magnetic

fields at 1 kHz using the procedure described in [26]. The

magnetic field was applied along the sample surface and the

electric field was excited perpendicular to it (transverse ME

effect geometry). For thermostability study, the planarized

substrate structure samples were uniformly cooled down

and heated in the range from −25 to +120◦C during five 2 h

cycles [19].
X-ray examinations of the obtained heterostructures were

carried out using Bruker D8 Advance (Germany, 2013)
diffractometer in the range of 2θ 20−60◦ with 1.5405 Å
Cu−Kα radiation. The phases were identified using the

Inorganic crystal structure database [27]. Cross-sections

of the obtained heterostructures were analyzed using FEI

Company (USA) Helios NanoLab 600SEM microscope.

Cross-sections were obtained by 32 keV focused gallium ion

beams. Metal layer thicknesses were measured using MII-4

Linnik−Nomarski interference microscope and SEM data.

3. Results and discussion

The developed surface of the ceramic samples makes

some problems associated with achievement of high quality

continuous metal layers with a thermostable plane-parallel

metal/substrate interface even after standard mechanochemi-

cal treatment. The surface consists of a disordered crystallite

assembly with random orientation (Figure 1, a) and mean

size of projections and depressions in the same scale as the

crystallite mean size (∼ 1µm).
The metal layer surface of Co (3µm)/PZT (400µm)

structure obtained by cobalt layer deposition on the PZT

substrate (Figure 1, b) after ion-beam planarization has

clearly visible defects in the form of depressions and

individual projections with a typical size of ∼ 1µm that

are inherited from the substrate surface. The latter are

easily removed by means of surface planarization by the

PZT oxygen ion beam O+. There are irregular cavities

inside the substrate itself which are formed both during

ceramic substrate synthesis with loose interfacing of crystal

grains and during formation of a structure cross-section by

focused Ga+ beam resulting in precipitation of individual

2 mm
20 mm

5 mm

a b

Co

Co

PZT

PZT

Figure 1. Cross-section of the initial ceramic sample obtained

using SEM (a), cross-section and Co (3 µm)/PZT (400 µm) het-

erostructure surface with polished PZT substrate (b), cobalt layer
on the substrate with high magnification (right top detail).
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a b

Figure 2. View of Co/PZT samples after thermal cycling in the

range from −25 to +120◦C before (a) and after (b) ion-beam

planarization of PZT substrate surface.

grains. On the planarized substrate surface, the metal forms

a continuous layer that conformally follows the large surface

irregularities (Figure 1, b, right top detail).
In case of developed substrate surface profile, the metal

film is exposed to bending stresses. In case of thermal

impacts, they grow considerably, in particular in sharp-

angled interface points due to the difference in the thermal

expansion coefficients of the metal film and PZT substrate.

Insufficient heat removal in this points causes degradation

of the initial samples (Figure 2, a) exposed to thermal

impacts. When a metal layer is deposited on a planarized

surface, adhesion between the metal layer and substrate is

increased. consequently, the interface becomes flat, parallel

and smooth. In this case, the metal film is exposed to tensile

and compressive stresses only, and the layered structure

exposed to thermal impact is not damaged and retains its

appearance (Figure 2, b).
X-ray images (Figure 3) of layered Co/PZT, Ni/PZT

and Pdr/PZT structures on planarized substrates have all

main FE substrate reflections and most intensive FM metal

layer reflections. Their angular displacements 1θ with

respect of equilibrium positions are indicative of stressed

condition of the interface areas both in the metal layer on

the substrate and in the substrate itself [22,28]. Relative

modifications of interplanar spacing 1d/d perpendicular to

the sample surface

1d/d = − ctg θ1θ, (1)

account for less than 1% and only rarely exceed 2%

(Table 1). The
”
minus“ sign correspond to compressive

strain and emerging tensile stresses.

According the accommodation model [29,30] applied

to epitaxial ferrite-garnet films, stressed region thickness

is determined by the lattice mismatch of the metal film

and substrate

f max = 1a/a = (a sub − a film)/a film, (2)

where a sub and a film are substrate and metal layer lattice

constants in stressed state at room temperature along the

interface. At sufficiently low f equal to f sprin (∼ 10−3 [30]),
the epitaxial layer is elastically strained up to the equality of

tangential lattice constants of the metal layer and substrate

(along the interface). When applying this model to the

continuous plane-parallel Me/PZT interface, as in this case,

it should be taken into account that the epitaxial growth of

metal layers is possible only in individual areas consisting of

single-crystal grain surfaces (quasi-epitaxial growth). There-
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Figure 3. X-ray image of planarized PZT substrate (1)
and Co/PZT (2) (a), Ni/PZT (b), Pdr/PZT structures (c)̇.
Pdr — permendur. Thicknesses of all metal layers are 2 µm,

substrate thickness is 400 µm.
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Table 1. Diffraction reflection angles 2θ-from the cobalt, nickel and permendur layers and PZT substrate obtained from the X-ray images

(Figure 3), relative interplanar spacing distortions 1d/d calculated using equation (1), and relative strain ε of the film and substrate

perpendicular to the interface and caused by the interplanar spacing distortions, and calculated using equation (4)

Reflection
2θ, deg.

1d/d ε, 10−6

X-ray image, 2θ Tabular value, 2θtab

10.0 41.56 41.6 0.0009 0.25

Co 111 44.38 44.2 −0.004 −35

00.2 47.26 47.3 0.0008 3.5

100 21.94 22.1 0.007 1.7

PZT 110 31.33 31.0 −0.01 −2.4

111 38.62 38.4 −0.005 −1.2

Ni 111 43.99 44.60 0.013 160

100 21.63 22.1 0.021 2.5

PZT 110 30.99 31.0 0.0003 0.36

111 38.27 38.41 0.004 4.8

Pdr 110 44.51 44.83 0.007 30

100 21.63 22.1 0.021 1.1

PZT 110 30.99 31.0 0.0003 0.15

111 38.27 38.41 0.004 2.0

fore, in these conditions, epitaxy may be treated with a cer-

tain degree of conditionality. PZT ceramics has a tetragonal

lattice with a = 4.017 Å and c = 4.139 Å [16,31]. Cobalt

has a hexagonal close-packed structure with a = 2.505 Å
and c = 4.089 Å [32], nickel and permendur crystallize in a

FCC lattice with 3.524 Å [33] and 2.857 Å [27], respectively.
Lattice mismatch f (Table 2) is much higher than the elastic

relaxation of mechanical stresses f sprin, therefore, to explain

the fracture resistance of metal films, mechanism of internal

stress relaxation on mismatch dislocations shall be taken

into account.

Minimum thickness of the metal or substrate transition

layer, where full stress relaxation takes place, equal to

hmin = ( f max/ f sprin)d0, (3)

where d0 is the lattice constant of the metal layer or

substrate perpendicular to the surface, accounts for the

thousandth — tenth of a micrometer (Table 2).
Mean tangential strain values at the metal/substrate

interface

ε = ν
(1d/d)

2hmin

d0, (4)

where ν is Poison’s ratio for the metal layer or substrate,

d0 is the same parameter as in (3), are about 10−7
−10−5

(Table 1). In some cases, strain in the metal layer is

much higher than the corresponding strain in the substrate.

Poison’s ratio is associated with mutual orthogonality of

interplanar spacing strain 1d and lattice constants 1a . For

all metals (including cobalt, nickel, and permendur), this

is within 0.3−0.4 [34], and for PZT — this is within

0.28−0.32 [35, p. 268].
Dependences of linear transverse ME stress coefficient α

of the studied structures produced on the planarized PZT

ceramic substrates on the persistent magnetic field are

shown in Figure 4. The equation describing the electric

response in heterogeneous, in particular, layered structures

with ME interaction is written as (with linear approximation

in the effective medium model [3,23]):

D = eS + εE + αH, (5)

where D is the electric induction, S is the strain, E is the

electric field strength, H is the magnetic field strength; e is

the piezoelectric coefficient, ε is the dielectric constant, α is

the ME coefficient.

Without an external electric field as it follows from

equation (5), the electric response is determined by

elastic mechanical impact through piezoelectric and ME

coefficients, respectively. ME coefficient α is a product

of piezoelectric and piezomagnetic moduli [3,23]. The

latter is defined as a coefficient of the linear term of

the magnetostriction expansion as a power series in the

magnetic field strength. Magnetostriction coefficients for

permendur in the corresponding magnetic fields are an

order of magnitude higher than those of less strictional

materials such as cobalt and nickel [36,37]. However, as

shown in Figure 4, ME coefficient α for it is much lower.

On the other hand, the maximum mismatch of the interfaced

lattices is higher for Co/PZT structure (Table 2), and the

ME effect is higher, respectively (Figure 4, a). This suggests
a greater role of elastic stress state at the layer interface,

rather than FM layer magnetostriction at low frequencies

of the alternating magnetic field. Actually, as shown above

(Table 2), the relative contribution of the elastic-stress region

of the FM layer to the ME effect determined by the ratio of

region thickness hmin and metal layer thickness, with various

Physics of the Solid State, 2023, Vol. 65, No. 6
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Figure 4. ME-properties of heterostructures Co/PZT (a),
Ni/PZT (b) and Pdr/PZT (c) in the external magnetic field in

transverse configuration. Pdr — permendur. Thicknesses of all

metal layers are 2 µm, substrate thickness is 400 µm.

combinations of FM metal and substrate lattice constants is

within the range from 0.001 to 0.3.

Relative strain induced in an unattached sample due to

the ME effect, in the most general terms without taking

into account the anisotropic nature (in this case all indices

are omitted), may be estimated using equation

ε = dE = dαH, (6)

where d is the piezoelectric modulus; α is the ME

stress coefficient; E and H are electric and magnetic field

Table 2. The maximum ME stress coefficient α; magnetic

field H, where the maximum is achieved as shown in Figure 4;

magnetostriction coefficient λ [36,37] in this field H; minimum

(1a/a)min and maximum (1a/a)max lattice mismatch of FM layer

and FE substrate calculated using equation (2); minimum FM

layer thicknesses hmin corresponding to 1a/a and calculated using

equation (3); relative strain ε induced by the inverse piezoelectric

effect and calculated using equation (6); as well as ratio of

magnetostriction energy Wλ and elastic strain energy Wε of the

FM layer

ferromagnetic layer

Co Ni Pdr

α, mV/A 8.5 6.3 2.8

H, kA/m 6.1 3.8 88

λ −3 · 10−6
−8 · 10−6 8 · 10−5

(1a/a)min 0.012 0.14 0.406

hmin, µm 0.003 0.050 0.12

(1a/a)max 0.652 0.175 0.449

hmin, µm 0.27 0.062 0.13

ε, 10−9 5.2 6.2 25

Wλ/Wε ∼ 10−10
∼ 10−7

∼ 10−6

strengths, respectively. piezoelectric coefficients d31 and d33,

respectively, are equal to −93.5 and 223 pC/N [35, p. 136].
Calculation using equation (6) for the structures with Co,

Ni and Pdr yields the relative substrate strain values about

10−9
−10−8 (Table 2), i. e. they are at least two orders

of magnitude lower that the strain in the metal film

and substrate caused by lattice mismatch at the interface

(Table 1). This fact supports our interface ME effect

concept put forward earlier in [19–22,28,38,39], according
to which a considerable contribution to the ME interaction

is made by the ferromagnetic/ferroelectric interface. This is

due to direct interaction between FM and FE components

ensured by strong adhesion between the film and substrate.

As has been already mentioned beffore, this is possible

in layered composite structures produced by ion-beam

sputtering−deposition when intermediate meduim in the

form of adhesive binding is avoided [3,17,18].

To compare contributions from magnetostriction and

elastic stress state at the interface, energy of strain induced

for all three obtained structures with cobalt, nickel and

permendur may be roughly estimated. Elastic strain energy

caused by magnetostriction Wλ and by lattice mismatch Wε

is proportional to the square of the corresponding relative

strain

Wλ =
Eλ2s
2

Vλ, Wε =
E
2

(

1a
a

)2

Vε, (7)

where E is the Young’s modulus for isotropic medium,

Vλ is the ferromagnetic volume, λs is the magnetostriction

coefficient equal to the relative longitidinal strain of a

ferromagnet in the magnetic field, Vε is the volume of

the metallic layer region in elastic stress state. Comparing

expressions (7), it can be seen that Wλ/Wε ∝ [λs/(1a/a)]2,

Physics of the Solid State, 2023, Vol. 65, No. 6
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i. e. the elastic strain energy in the interface region is several

orders of magnitude higher than the magnetostriction energy

of the FM layer (Table 2).

It should be noted that the estimates of the relative

contribution of the stress state at the interface and of

magnetostriction to the general energy balance are rather

conditional. The metal layer on the polycrystalline substrate

is also polycrystalline. Therefore, the internal stresses are

caused not only by the stress at the interface due to the

lattice and thermal expansion coefficient mismatch of the

materials in direct contact, but also by crystallite disordering

throughout the ceramic substrate depth. Stresses induced by

lattice mismatch quickly relax to the metal layer thickness

lower than one micrometer, while other stresses associated

with crystallite disordering are present in the whole metal

layer and grow with its thickness.

4. Conclusion

The ion-beam sputtering — deposition method provides

layered structures in the form of 2µm cobalt, nickel and per-

mendur layers on planarized ferroelectric ceramic substrates

based on lead zirconate titanate — PbZr0.45Ti0.55O3 . The

produced structures have low-frequency magnetoelectric

effect at room temperature. The maximum magnetoelectric

effect at an alternating magnetic field frequency of 1 kHz is

8.5mV/A for structures with cobalt, 6.3mV/A for structures

with nickel and 2.8mV/A for structures with permendur.

It is shown that elastic strain at the interface regions make

a larger contribution to the formation of magnetoelectric

properties than magnetostriction of the ferromagnetic layer.

Mechanical strain analysis shows that the strain induced by

lattice mismatch at the film/substrate interface are at least

two orders of magnitude higher that the substrate strain

induced by the inverse piezoeffect due to magnetoelectric

interaction. The latter supports the interface magnetoelectric

effect in the obtained structures.

These structures are characterized by high thermal sta-

bility in the range from −25C to +120◦C, repeatability of

magnetoelectric properties and are suitable for applications

as sensor elements for permanent magnetic field detectors

requiring no standby power supply and operated at domestic

power supply frequencies.
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